The software architecture of a system defines its high-level structure, exposing its gross organization as a collection of interacting components. It typically plays a key role as a bridge between requirements and code. Practitioners have come to realize that having a good architectural design is a critical success factor for complex system development. To improve design at architectural level, we have proposed a description model based on the view notion. Through this model, it is possible to describe both components and connectors according to several views. In this paper, we deal with the code generation from architectural specification obtained via our multiviews description model.
INTRODUCTION
To describe the software architecture of complex software systems, formal and expressive notations are needed. Architectural description languages (ADLs) have been proposed as the answer. They provide a formal modeling notation for representing and analyzing architectural designs.
To improve architectural design, we have proposed in [2] a multiviews description model which aims to allow the separation of concerns at software architecture level. This separation is based on the view concept [6] .
As any other modeling approach, the ultimate goal of an architectural design is to produce the implementation from architectural description. This mapping between the architecture and its implementation becomes more useful if the architecture description model supports advanced aspects of description like the separation of concerns in our model. In this paper, we deal with the code generation from architectural specification obtained from our multiviews description model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related work. Section 3 gives an overview of our multiviews description model. Section 4 demonstrates how to produce implementation-level description from architecturallevel one. Conclusions round out this paper.
RELATED WORK
There are three areas of related work : Architectural description, separation of concerns, and code generation.
• Architectural description languages (ADLs) : In the past few years, ADLs have become an area of intense research in the software architecture. A number of ADLs have been proposed. Among the most representative ADLs, we can enumerate Unicon [8] , Wright [1] .
• Separation of concerns (SOC) : SOC is a concept that is at the core of software engineering. It refers to the ability to identify, encapsulate, and manipulate parts of software that are relevant to a particular concern [7] . The view concept is a very widespread form to reach the separation of concerns [6] . It appears in various forms. Among them, we can quote Subject Oriented Programming (SOP) [4] and Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [5] .
• Code generation from architectural-level specification : There are two approaches. The first one consists of a direct code generation. The ADL Unicon [8] adopts this approach. Its compiler allows code generation from connector abstractions. However, only set of predefined connectors are supported. The second one consists of the use of an intermediate notation, like the object notation, which is close to implementation. In [3] , Garlan and al. describe principal the strategies to map architectural description into the object modeling notation UML.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE MULTIVIEWS DESCRIPTION MODEL
The key concept of our description model [2] is the view concept which permits to address only concerns that are of interest, ignoring others that are unrelated. Our model defines a style of description organized in two stages. The first one consists of describing, in an independent manner, the various architectural element views 1 . This yields several descriptions. Each description belongs to an architectural element view according to a given viewpoint. The second consists of describing the assembly of the resulting views defined in the first stage. Like Wright [1] , our description model allows behavior description of the architectural elements. Thus, the assembly of the views consists of coordinating various views behaviors defined on a given architectural element. This task of coordination is ensured by a coordinator. So, the structure of multiviews description for components and connectors is defined by two kinds of sections: one to describe the views and another section to describe the coordinator.
Views description
In the case of a component, each view is defined, on the one hand, by a set of ports representing its interface according to a given viewpoint and, on the other hand, by a computation which provides a more complete description of what is done according to this viewpoint.
As for a connectors, there is a difference to take into account. Indeed, a connector has a view where it is seen as an architectural element modeling interactions between a set of components. This view is defined, on the one hand, by a set of roles representing its interface according to a given viewpoint. Each role defines the behavior of one participant in the interaction. On the other hand, the view is defined by a glue defining how the participants collaborate together to create an interaction. However, in other views, this same connector is seen as a component interacting with other components in order to carry out a given functionality. In this case, a view is defined by ports and a computation.
The specification of view behavior is based on process algebras to have a formal definition of the behavior. The behavior description of the entities constituting a view, namely computation, port, glue and role, is similar to Wright. These entities are first class concepts and are represented by processes. Indeed, a process is an behavior pattern. The basic unit to specify this behavior is the event . It could either be initied by the process, in this case the name of the event will be written with overbar "initiatedEvent", or observed, therefore initiated by other processes, and in this case, the name of the event will be written without overbar "observedEvent".
Coordination description
In our approach, views are described in an independent manner. Nevertheless, it could exists between these views some dependencies which are not described. Those are, in our case, of behavioral nature, i.e., dependencies related to the behavior evolution of different views. This is why, we proposed to express, explicitly, these dependencies in terms of coordination. The coordination description introduces, in our case, constraints which define a temporal order between the execution of the various views. The coordinator behavior is specified, in our model, in terms of a set of coordination rules. Each rule specifies the two following aspects:
1. the event name that is responsible for starting coordination. This event is observed by the coordinator on observable points which are, in our case, ports, roles, computations and glues.
2. coordination actions that the coordinator engages as soon as it observes this event.
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Example
Our example consists of "synchronous procedural call" connector, noted SPC (see Figure 1 ). This connector allows a component to call a service provided by an another component while it is charged to ensure the synchronization of this call with other ones. One of applications of this type of connectors is to allow two components to exclusively interact with a shared resource.
Connector SP C{
As P rocedureCallV iew :
As SynchronisationV iew : The SPC connector can be described according to two views. The first one, noted "ProcedureCallView " describes a basic interaction protocol (a basic method call). According to this view, the connector has two roles, "caller " and "definer ". The second one, noted "SynchronisationView ", shows how this connector achieves the synchronization of the interaction. According to this view, this connector is seen as a component which has a port named "Token". Via this port, the connector acquires a token if it is not already held by another connector and releases it afterward. Of course, the connector remains blocked if the token is not released.
As we have mentioned before, the description of the second view is completely independent of the first one. It is described according to a reasoning which is independent of that of the first view. It remains now to define coordination rules. For this case, two rules are necessary to describe the following behavior:
As soon as the event "call" appears on the role "Caller", the coordinator redirects the flow of execution toward the view "SynchronisationView" in order to acquire a token. This procedure of the token acquisition involves interaction blocking as long as the token is not acquired. Once the token is acquired, the coordinator starts again the protocol of procedural call. As soon as the coordinator intercepts the event "return" on the "glue", which means that the protocol ended, the coordinator redirects the execution flow toward the view "SynchronisationView" in order to release the token. Once released, the coordinator emits the event " return" to the role " Caller" to return result to the component connected to this role.
CODE GENERATION FROM MULTIVIEWS DESCRIPTION
We now define rules to produce code from a given multiviews description. We present at first the mapping between views description and their implementations. Then, we show how coordination can be interpreted at the implementation-level.
Mapping of view description
Regarding structural aspects of description, we defined general rules to achieve the mapping. Indeed, all design elements that are first-class entities at architectural-level are also first-class entities at implementations-level. So, ports, roles, computation and glue are mapped into classes.
In addition, a view is mapped into a composite class in order to assure that concepts which form this view will share the same identity at implementation. The table 1 illustrates code that corresponds to the two views of the connector SPC, described above.
As for behavioral aspects of description, the mapping strongly depends on the behavior description semantic. As illustrates table 1, some events are mapped into class method, e.g the event "call". Others are mapped into a line code, e.g "return". However, the general behavior pattern for each element design is correctly mapped.
Mapping of coordination description
As we noted above, coordination is an abstract composition description. It does not precise which mechanisms are used to compose views but it describes how to compose views. Then, the coordination may be mapped and applied in several ways. For example, through :
1. The use of oriented-object composition operators like composition or delegation, etc. ... 3. The use of event-based composition framework. This solution has the advantage of being very close to the architectural description.
Our approach is based on a code weaving. According to coordination scenario, the producted code for the connector SPC can be written as follows: It is necessary that, for any mapping approach we must be able to map any coordination action into implementation. Nevertheless, the mapping of view description must not lose any information inherent in coordination description. For this reason, we opted for direct mapping between architectural-level and implementation one.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have dealt with the mapping between multiviews description of a given architecture and implementation. Our mapping approach is based on code weaving and fusion. At present, we generate code in manual fashion. However, to enable correct and consistent mapping, code generation tool is needed. This will be developed in our future works.
